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a b s t r a c t

Listeners expect that a definite noun phrase with a pre-nominal scalar adjective (e.g., the
big . . .) will refer to an entity that is part of a set of objects contrasting on the scalar dimen-
sion, e.g., size (Sedivy, Tanenhaus, Chambers, & Carlson, 1999). Two visual world experi-
ments demonstrate that uttering a referring expression with a scalar adjective makes all
members of the relevant contrast set more salient in the discourse model, facilitating sub-
sequent reference to other members of that contrast set. Moreover, this discourse effect is
caused primarily by linguistic mention of a scalar adjective and not by the listener’s prior
visual or perceptual experience. These experiments demonstrate that language processing
is sensitive to which information was introduced by linguistic mention, and that the visual
world paradigm can be use to tease apart the separate contributions of visual and linguistic
information to reference resolution.

� 2011 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Listeners rapidly integrate visual and linguistic infor-
mation in real-time language comprehension, with linguis-
tic input influencing visual processing (e.g., Spivey, Tyler,
Eberhard, & Tanenhaus, 2001), and visual information
influencing language processing (Cooper, 1974; McGurk
& MacDonald, 1976; Tanenhaus, Spivey-Knowlton,
Eberhard, & Sedivy, 1995). For example, the number of ob-
jects in a display determines whether a temporarily ambig-
uous prepositional phrase, such as in the box, in the
instruction, Put the towel in the box, is interpreted as a goal
– where the towel should be put – or as a modifier – which
towel is the intended theme of the putting event (Farmer,
Anderson, & Spivey, 2007; Novick, Thompson-Schill, &
Trueswell, 2008; Spivey, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, & Sedivy,
2002; Tanenhaus et al., 1995; Trueswell, Sekerina, Hill, &
. All rights reserved.
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Logrip, 1999). When listeners interpret instructions such
as put the cube in the can, the affordances of the available
real-world objects (e.g. an object’s size in relation to poten-
tial goal locations) affect which containers are included in
the initial referential domain as the listener hears in the can
(Chambers, Tanenhaus, Eberhard, Filip, & Carlson, 2002).
Affordances such as whether an object can be poured
(e.g., a solid or liquid egg) also affect whether an ambigu-
ous prepositional phrase, in the bowl, is parsed as a goal
or a modifier in an instruction such as, pour the egg in the
bowl. . . (Chambers, Tanenhaus, & Magnuson, 2004).

These results can be interpreted as support for a unified
conceptual representation that integrates linguistic and
non-linguistic information in real time language compre-
hension, without differentiating the source of the input,
for example, whether information is introduced linguisti-
cally or is made available by general knowledge or specific
non-linguistic context. A number of other recent results
also suggest a conceptual representation that does not dis-
tinguish linguistic from non-linguistic sources of informa-
tion. For example, Elman, Hare, McRae and their colleagues
have argued that effects previously attributed to
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verb-based thematic roles are better explained by concep-
tual event-based representations (Bicknell, Elman, Hare,
McRae, & Kutas, 2010; Matsuki et al., 2011). Kaiser
(2009) has recently demonstrated that effects of causal dis-
course coherence relations on pronoun interpretation also
occur when a sentence is primed by a non-linguistic event
that implies causality. For example, a priming sentence
that describes two events which are causally linked (e.g.,
The patient pressed the red emergency button near the bed
and a nurse quickly ran into the room) and a visual event
that implies causality (e.g., a short video showing an object
moving after it is bumped by another object) have similar
effects on the interpretations of an ambiguous pronoun in
a target sentence with unrelated content.

In a striking series of studies, Altmann and his col-
leagues find that people will look to a blank location where
an object, e.g., a wine glass, would have been moved given
a linguistic description of an event that involves moving
the glass, more often than they will look to the actual
location of the glass. Based on these results, Altmann and
Kamide (2007) have argued that in situations where lan-
guage is interpreted in the context of a visual display,
and eye movements are the dependent measure, linguistic
and visual inputs are both used to construct event-based
conceptual representations. Feature overlap between the
conceptual representations evoked by language use and vi-
sual perception determines the relative salience of objects
in a scene, thus mediating the attentional shifts that are re-
flected in eye movements. A number of studies (Altmann &
Kamide, 2009; Altmann & Mirković, 2009; Knoeferle &
Crocker, 2006; Mayberry, Crocker, & Knoeferle, 2009) have
investigated similar hypotheses, focusing on an event-
based conceptual representation that is constructed from
both linguistic and visual inputs, without differentiating
the source of the information. Finally, it is worth noting
that the strong form of the embodiment hypotheses in
which sentence meaning is constructed through percep-
tual simulation (for review, see Glenberg, 2007) would
suggest that the mental representation of linguistically
presented information is not tied to its modality.

Linguistic theories of discourse and information
structure provide a different perspective, assuming that
linguistic mention is important for some types of linguistic
structures, for example certain classes of elliptical expres-
sions and referring expressions. Models of the semantics of
discourse often assume that listeners construct a discourse
model of the events and entities that are introduced lin-
guistically in the conversation (Groenendijk, Stokhof, &
Veltman, 1997; Heim, 1982; Kadmon, 2001; Kamp,
1981). Similarly, linguistic models of information structure
distinguish between information that is given by virtue of
linguistic mention and information that is unmentioned or
new to a discourse (e.g. Ariel, 1990; Gordon, Grosz, &
Gilliom, 1993; Gundel, Hedberg, & Zacharski, 1993). It re-
mains unclear, however, whether effects that are discussed
in terms of discourse models or information structure
could also be explained by a conceptual representation
that integrates linguistic and non-linguistic information
without encoding the source of the information. For exam-
ple, models that seek to explain the felicity conditions for
different referring expressions (e.g. whether it is most
felicitous for a speaker to use a pronoun, or a definite or
indefinite noun phrase) often appeal to constructs such
as cognitive status (Gundel et al., 1993), salience (Ariel,
1990), or attentional state (Gordon et al., 1993), which
are not intrinsically linguistic.

Nonetheless, there are reasons to believe that linguistic
mention might affect on-line sentence processing in a way
that is distinct from general accessibility or salience. The
distinction between visual and linguistic information from
the context is potentially relevant to various ellipsis con-
structions (e.g., Arregui, Clifton, Frazier, & Moulton, 2006;
Frazier & Clifton, 2005, 2006; Hankamer & Sag, 1976;
Johnson, 2001; Kehler & Ward, 1999, 2004; Kim, Kobele,
Runner, & Hale, in press; Kim & Runner, 2009; Murphy,
1990; Snider & Runner, 2010; Tanenhaus & Carlson,
1990), de-accenting phenomena (Dahan, Tanenhaus, &
Chambers, 2002; Ladd, 1980, 1996; Schwarzschild, 1999),
and referring expressions such as third person pronouns
versus demonstrative pronouns (Brown-Schmidt, Byron,
& Tanenhaus, 2005). Moreover, Gunlogson (2003) has ar-
gued that the source of information plays a crucial role in
determining the felicity conditions for different types of
utterances. Perhaps most directly, Kaiser and Trueswell
(2004) examined anticipatory eye movements to Finnish
OVS constructions, where the post-verbal NP typically re-
fers to a discourse-new entity. Discourse context increased
anticipatory looks to unmentioned potential referents. All
of the entities were present in the display so the given/
new distinction was established by linguistic mention,
thus indicating that Finnish post-verbal NPs are sensitive
to information with a specific source – what has been men-
tioned. However, even this study does not provide conclu-
sive evidence against a conceptual representation that
does not differentiate sources of information, because lin-
guistic mention could have increased the salience of the
previously mentioned, visually co-present potential refer-
ent relative to the unmentioned potential referent by
drawing attention to it. The same argument holds for stud-
ies that demonstrate different effects of given-new status
with fluent and disfluent utterances. despite the fact that
all of the objects are present in the display (Arnold,
Tanenhaus, Altmann, & Fagnano, 2004).

The goal of the present studies is to use the context sen-
sitivity associated with pre-nominal scalar adjectives (e.g.,
big, small, tall, short) to evaluate whether when attention is
controlled for, a particular context-sensitive expression is
preferentially interpreted as referring to information that
is introduced linguistically. Before we turn to the details
of our experiments, we briefly discuss the relevant proper-
ties of how scalar adjectives are processed in real-time lan-
guage comprehension.

Sedivy et al. (1999) established the basic contrast effect.
In the critical trials in Sedivy et al.’s experiments, partici-
pants saw either a display with a contrast, e.g., a tall glass,
a short glass, and a pitcher, or a display without a contrast
in which, for example, an unrelated object such as a pencil
replaced the short glass. They then heard an instruction
such as Pick up the tall glass. In the no-contrast condition,
participants did not shift their gaze to the glass until sev-
eral hundred ms after the onset of the noun. In the one-
contrast condition, however, participants began to shift
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their gaze to the glass shortly after the onset of the adjec-
tive tall, even though the pitcher was taller than the glass.
These results suggest that scalar adjectives induce a con-
trastive implication: listeners hearing a referring expression
beginning with the tall/short expect the referent to belong
to a set of two or more objects that can be described with
the same noun and that contrast in height. The basic con-
trast effect associated with scalar and certain other pre-
nominal adjectives has been replicated several times and
has proved to be a useful tool for investigating a growing
number of questions about language comprehension
(Grodner & Sedivy, 2011; Hanna & Tanenhaus, 2004;
Hanna, Tanenhaus, & Trueswell, 2003; Heller, Grodner, &
Tanenhaus, 2008; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; Sedivy, 2003)
and language production (Brown-Schmidt & Konopka,
2008; Brown-Schmidt & Tanenhaus, 2006; Wardlow-Lane
& Ferreira, 2008; Wardlow-Lane, Groisman, & Ferreira,
2006).

The basic contrast effect depends on the rapid integra-
tion of information from the visual scene – which objects
are present and which ones contrast along various dimen-
sions – and information from the lexical semantics of the
scalar adjective, which is interpreted relative to a compar-
ison class of similar entities that contrast with respect to a
particular scale (Kennedy, 1999; Kennedy & McNally,
2005). In a visual world study, use of a scalar adjective to
refer to an entity introduces the comparison class via lin-
guistic mention, but without explicitly mentioning the
other members of the comparison set. This property makes
it particularly useful for determining whether or not being
introduced, even indirectly, via linguistic mention is en-
coded in a listener’s representation in a way that is distinct
from the status of entities introduced by non-linguistic
means.

Consider the sequences of instructions in (1) uttered in
the presence of a visual scene containing a big and small
candle, a big and a small tie, and several shapes (including
a heart).

(1) Put the big candle above the heart; now put the
small. . .

When the listener is processing the referring expression
that begins with the small, what expectations does he or
she have about the referent? In example (1), the previous
mention of the big candle presumably evokes the contrast
set consisting of both candles and therefore might facilitate
subsequent reference to the (unmentioned) small candle.
However, facilitation might not be due to linguistic men-
tion per se. It could arise because attention was drawn to
the small candle or because participants expect to move
another object of the same type as they previously moved.
In a conceptual model that does not encode information
about source, facilitation might occur because the listener
must consider the contrast set of candles while processing
the big candle in context (1). Therefore the set of candles –
including the unmentioned small candle – should be more
available as potential referents for the subsequent refer-
ring expression beginning the small. But, crucially, we
would expect to find the same facilitation when the set
of candles is made salient by other means. For example,
consider context (2) below. Assume that the instructions
in (2) are uttered in the same visual scene as (1), and in
addition, the big candle is in a yellow square and the big
tie is in a blue square.

(2) Put the candle that’s in the yellow square above the
heart; now put the small. . .

The experience of looking at the candles and/or manip-
ulating the big candle while processing the first sentence of
context (2) should make the big candle and the visually
similar small candle more salient, again facilitating subse-
quent reference to either of the candles. If the relative sal-
ience of objects in the display is mediated by a uniform
conceptual representation, it shouldn’t matter how the
candles are made more salient – linguistic information
such as the previous mention of the big candle and non-
linguistic information such as having spent more time
looking at the candles than other objects in the display
should result in the same effect.

In the experiments reported in this article, we demon-
strate that linguistic mention of a referring expression with
a scalar adjective, e.g. the big candle, facilitates subsequent
reference to other members of the contrast set to which
the big candle belongs. Most importantly, we evaluate
whether this effect is primarily due to linguistic mention
or whether it can be attributed to non-linguistic factors
that typically co-occur with the utterance of an expression
like the big candle, such as the participant’s prior experi-
ence of physically manipulating one of the objects in the
display or of having directed visual attention to the mem-
bers of a particular contrast set.
Experiment 1

The first goal of Experiment 1 is to determine whether
in a display with two contrast pairs (e.g., two candles that
differ in size and two ties that differ in size), linguistic
mention of a contrast member using a pre-nominal scalar
adjective (e.g., Put the big candle. . .) will cause the listener
to expect a subsequent scalar adjective (e.g., Now put the
small. . .) to refer to the other member of the previously
evoked contrast set. To our knowledge, the cross-sentential
effect of mentioning a scalar adjective has not been inves-
tigated previously.

If linguistic mention of a referring expression such as
the big candle does facilitate subsequent reference to other
members of the same contrast set, this bias is consistent
with at least two hypotheses. The linguistic mention
hypothesis is that information introduced by linguistic
mention is marked as such, and the facilitation of reference
to the small candle is triggered by prior linguistic mention
of the phrase the big candle. The undifferentiated representa-
tion hypothesis is that information from visual and linguis-
tic sources is integrated into a single conceptual
representation without maintaining the source of that
information, and reference to the small candle can there-
fore be facilitated equally well by information from
linguistic sources (mentioning the big candle) or from
non-linguistic sources (e.g. causing the listener to look at
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or move the set of candles). Therefore, the second goal of
Experiment 1 was to tease apart these hypotheses by sep-
arating effects of linguistic mention from effects of manip-
ulation and/or visual attention. We compared instructions
like those in (3), in which the participant moves an object
described with a scalar adjective, to those in which a par-
ticipant hears a referring expression that contains a scalar
adjective but does not move the referent of that expres-
sion, as in (4). We also considered cases in which the par-
ticipant moves an object that is a member of a contrast set,
but is not described using a scalar adjective, as in (5),
where the object in the yellow square is the big candle.
These conditions were included in order to separate effects
of linguistic mention from effects of attention due to visu-
ally-guided reaching: effects of linguistic mention would
be expected to affect the processing of the small candle in
both (3) and (4), whereas an effect of attention due to visu-
ally-guiding reaching would affect the processing of the
small candle in (3) and (5). Our control was instructions like
(6), in which no contrast members are mentioned or
manipulated during the first instruction. Comparing these
situations allowed us to disentangle the linguistic mention
of a scalar adjective from the attentional effects of manip-
ulating an object in a scene. In Experiment 1A, discussed in
the next section, we consider the potential effect of visual
attention (as opposed to the attention caused by moving
an object) in more detail.

(3) Put the big candle above the heart; now put the
small {candle/tie} below the heart.

(4) Put the circle below the big candle; now put the
small {candle/tie} to the left of the diamond.

(5) Put the object in the yellow square above the trian-
gle; now put the small {candle/tie} below the heart.

(6) Put the diamond above the heart; now put the small
{candle/tie} to the right of the diamond.

The linguistic mention hypothesis predicts a bias to the
small candle as the listener is processing small in (3) and
Fig. 1. Sample displays for Experiment 1. The display on the left was used for a
display on the right was used instead.
(4), but not (5), where a contrast set member has been
moved but not mentioned, or (6), where contrast set mem-
bers have neither been mentioned nor moved. By contrast,
the undifferentiated representation hypothesis predicts a
bias to the small candle as the listener is processing small
in (5) as well as (3–4).

Methods

Participants
Nineteen participants were recruited from the Univer-

sity of Rochester undergraduate community and paid for
their participation. All participants in this and the follow-
ing experiments were native speakers of North American
English, with normal or corrected-to-normal hearing and
vision. One participant was excluded from analysis due
to equipment failure, and two participants were excluded
because they made frequent errors in following the
instructions; the remaining sixteen participants were at
least 95% accurate.

Materials
During each trial, participants viewed a computer

screen displaying a five-by-five square grid similar to one
of the grids shown in Fig. 1. The grid contained four gray
shapes whose starting locations remained constant, and
two pairs of objects that contrasted in size. The contrast
pairs were either vertically aligned or horizontally aligned.
While the four shapes were always the same, different ob-
jects were used in the contrast pairs for each trial. Finally,
four cells of the grid had colored backgrounds, as indicated
by the shaded cells in Fig. 1. During most trials, the colored
cells were in the corners of the grid, as shown in Fig. 1,
Panel A. During some trials, two objects were displayed
in colored cells, as shown in Fig. 1, Panel B. When an object
appeared in a colored cell, it was always referred to using
its location rather than its identity, e.g. the object in the
green square. In critical trials, the nouns describing the
pairs of objects, which matched in frequency, did not share
ll conditions except the No-Mention, Manipulation conditions where the
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a phonological onset. No objects had a /b/ or /s/ onset, to
avoid phonological cohort effects with the scalar adjectives
big and small. The shapes and contrasting objects could be
moved around the grid by the participant; the colored
backgrounds of cells could not.
Experimental trials
During each trial, the participant heard a sequence of

two sentences instructing the participant to move objects
in the display. Example pairs of instructions for Experi-
ments 1 and 1A are shown in Table 1. We discuss Experi-
ment 1 first and then Experiment 1A.

The experiment had a 2 (Mention) � 2 (Move) � 2 (2nd
Target Type) design. The Mention manipulation allowed us
to address our first experimental question, namely, does
mention of a scalar adjective affect the interpretation of
subsequent scalar adjectives? In Mention conditions, the
first sentence included a noun phrase with a scalar adjec-
tive and basic-level noun, such as the big candle, while in
No-Mention conditions, the first sentence did not include
a scalar adjective. The Move manipulation addressed our
second experimental question by teasing apart the partic-
ipant’s experience of moving an object in the display from
the participant’s experience of processing a scalar adjec-
tive. In Move conditions, the target of the first sentence –
i.e. the object moved by the participant – was a member
of a contrast pair. (Note that in the No-Mention, Move con-
ditions illustrated in Table 1, the object in the yellow square
refers to the big candle.) In No-Move conditions, the target
of the first sentence was a shape rather than a member of a
contrast pair. Finally, the 2nd Target Type manipulation
balanced our design and allowed us to compare Same-Set
conditions, in which noun phrases in both sentences re-
ferred to members of the same contrast pair, with Differ-
ent-Set conditions, in which noun phrases in the two
sentences referred to members of different contrast pairs.
In No-Mention, No-Move conditions, the distinction be-
tween Same-Set and Different-Set trials was arbitrary.
Table 1
Sample instructions for Experiments 1 and 1A.

Condition

Mention Move Same-Set

Different-Set

No-Move Same-Set

Different-Set

No-Mention Move Same-Set

Different-Set

No-Move Same-Set

Different-Set

Experiment 1A Same-Set

Different-Set
The initial locations of the target objects, as well as the
target locations for each instruction, were evenly distrib-
uted. We constructed four trials for each display/instruc-
tion type, for a total of 32 test trials. Eight lists were
created using a Latin square design.
Filler trials
The test trials were intermixed with 72 filler trials de-

signed to prevent the participants from developing expec-
tations based on contingencies between the instructions
and the display. For example, in some filler trials the par-
ticipant moved the same object twice, or moved two ob-
jects of the same size. In other filler trials, some objects
were displayed in colored cells, but the target of the
instruction was an object not in a colored cell. As a result,
the contingencies were balanced so that, at the beginning
of each sentence, every object and shape in the display
was equally likely to be the target.
Recording procedure
The instructions were recorded by a male native speak-

er of English, with training in phonetics, using a Marantz
PMD 671 solid-state audio recorder, reading from a script
consisting of pairs of sentences. The first sentence in the
pair ended with a semi-colon and the speaker was asked
to produce a ‘‘neutral’’ intonation pattern ending with a
continuation rise. The second sentence in each pair never
repeated adjectives or nouns (other than square) from the
first sentence, and the speaker was asked to produce a
‘‘neutral’’ intonation pattern. As a result, there were small,
non-contrastive pitch accents on each of the content words
in the second sentence. After recording, the sentences were
re-ordered to construct the actual pairs of sentences used
in the experiment. For example, sentences from the ex-
cerpt of the script shown in (7) corresponded to the actual
trial shown in (8).
First instruction Second instruction

Put the big candle above the
heart

Now put the small candle
below the heart
Now put the small tie
below the heart

Put the circle below the big
candle

Now put the small candle
below the heart
Now put the small tie
below the heart

Put the object in the yellow
square above the triangle

Now put the small candle
below the heart
Now put the small tie
below the heart.

Put the diamond above the
heart

Now put the small candle
below the heart
Now put the small tie
below the heart

Put the candle that’s near the
red square into the blue square

Now put the small candle
below the heart
Now put the small tie
below the heart
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(7) Put the small taxi above the triangle; now put the
big hanger to the left of the circle.

Put the small egg above the heart; now put the big
taxi to the right of the diamond.

(8) Put the small taxi above the triangle; now put the
big taxi to the right of the diamond.

This recording procedure produced instructions whose
intonation did not disambiguate the target object. Finally,
in instructions such as (9), the first noun and post-nominal
modifier were uttered in a single intonation phrase, so that
this instruction would not give rise to a garden-path inter-
pretation in which in the yellow square was misinterpreted
as the goal of the movement.

(9) Put the object in the yellow square above the
triangle;

Procedure
Throughout the experiment, the participant wore an

EyeLink II head-mounted eye tracker, which provided
point-of-gaze screen coordinates every 4 ms. Participants
were told to follow pre-recorded instructions by clicking
and dragging objects on the computer screen. The experi-
ment began after the eye tracker was calibrated using a
standard nine-point calibration procedure. Before each
trial, a blank screen with a black cross in the middle was
displayed. The participant clicked on the cross to begin
the trial. The display for the trial was then shown, and after
a two-second delay, the first instruction played. The sec-
ond instruction played as soon as the participant correctly
followed the first instruction by dragging an object to a
new position with the mouse. The entire experiment lasted
about twenty minutes.
Fig. 2. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor durin
Results
Eye movements were analyzed using EyeLink software

to parse the eye-position record into three categories: sac-
cades, fixations, and blinks. A look to a pictured object was
defined from the onset of the saccade to the end of the fix-
ation on that object. Twelve of the 512 critical trials were
excluded because the participant did not initially click on
the correct target object during one of the instructions.

We first describe the pattern of results using propor-
tion-of-fixation plots (Allopenna, Magnuson, & Tanenhaus,
1998). Unless otherwise noted, our descriptions are sup-
ported by the statistical analyses, which follow. For all fig-
ures, we only plot proportions of fixations to the targets
and competitors, aligned to the onset of the adjective in
the second instruction (time 0). Vertical lines indicate the
average duration of each region: 220 ms for the pre-
adjective and adjective regions and 290 ms for the noun re-
gion. In the analyses, the regions are offset from each
adjective using 200 ms as an estimate of the time needed
to program and launch an eye-movement (Hallett, 1986).
As described earlier, the target is the referent of the direct
object in the instruction (e.g. the small candle in the Same-
Set conditions and the small tie in the Different-Set
conditions) and the competitor is the member of the other
contrast set which is the same size as the target (e.g. the
small tie in the Same-Set conditions and the small candle
in the Different-Set conditions).

Figs. 2 and 3 plot proportions of fixations over time dur-
ing the second instruction for the four Mention conditions,
i.e. the conditions in which the first instruction contained a
reference to a member of a contrast set described with a
scalar adjective.

Fig. 2 suggests an apparent, but as it turns out, statisti-
cally non-significant, baseline preference for the
g the second instruction: Mention, Move conditions.



Fig. 3. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: Mention, No-Move conditions.
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mentioned contrast set in the Mention/Move/Same-Set
condition. We return to this point shortly. In both Figs. 2
and 3, there is a clear bias towards the small candle (i.e.
the small member of the previously mentioned contrast
set) during the adjective small, regardless of whether it
was the eventual target, as in the Same-Set condition, or
the competitor, as in the Different-Set condition. Another
Fig. 4. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during
way of observing this bias in the graphs is to note that
looks toward the target diverge from looks toward the
same-size competitor noticeably later in the Different-Set
conditions (where the target was the small tie) than in
the Same-Set conditions.

In contrast, Fig. 4 shows that manipulating an object
which is described without a scalar adjective does not give
the second instruction: No-Mention, Move conditions.



Fig. 5. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: No-Mention, No-Move conditions.
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rise to any systematic bias towards other objects in the dis-
play. The results from the conditions shown in Fig. 4 are
comparable to those shown in Fig. 5, in which no contrast
set members are moved or mentioned during the first
instruction, and again there is no systematic bias towards
an object in the display during the second instruction.

We calculated target ratios during each region for each
trial for each subject by dividing the proportion of fixations
to the target by the proportion of fixations to the target and
the competitor (Salverda et al., 2007); recall that the ‘‘com-
petitor’’ was the object in the display that was the same
size as the target. We defined three regions based on words
in the instruction. The pre-adjective region was equal to
the size of the adjective region and ended 200 ms after
the actual onset of the adjective. The adjective region
spanned from 200 ms after the actual onset of the adjective
in the second instruction to 200 ms after offset of the
adjective and the noun region spanned from 200 ms after
the offset of adjective to 200 ms after the offset of the
noun. Regions were calculated individually for each trial
based on the actual length of the words in the trial. Data
points were collected every 4 ms and each time point at
which a participant was fixated on a given object was
counted as a ‘‘look.’’ Conditions where the participant did
not fixate on the target or the competitor during the region
on any of the trials were counted as 0.5 to reflect an equal
likelihood of looking at either of the objects. To avoid is-
sues inherent to proportional data, we performed our anal-
yses on both the participant and item ratios and on ratios
that were quasi-logit transformed (Jaeger, 2008). There
were no differences in significance levels between the
two analyses, so for ease of exposition, we will report the
more intuitive untransformed ratios.

We calculated target ratios for the Pre-Adjective, Adjec-
tive and Noun Regions and conducted a 3 (Region) � 2
(Mention) � 2 (Move) � 2 (2nd Target Type) ANOVA on
these ratios. There was a reliable effect of Region
(F1(2, 14) = 23.206, MSE = 0.065, p < 0.001; F2(2, 30) =
49.712, MSE = 0.047, p < 0.001; minF0(2, 27) = 15.821,
p < 0.001) as expected, such that the target ratios were lar-
ger in the Noun region (m = 0.753, SE = 0.032, CI = ±0.068)
than in the Adjective region (m = 0.519, SE = 0.031,
CI = ±0.066) and the Pre-adjective region (m = 0.507,
SE = 0.025, CI = ±0.054). There was also a reliable main ef-
fect of 2nd Target Type (F1(1, 15) = 7.904, MSE = 0.205,
p < 0.02; F2(1, 31) = 26.429, MSE = 0.101, p < .001;
minF’(1, 24) = 6.084, p < 0.03), which reflects a bias to-
wards the second member of a contrast set evoked in the
first instruction (i.e. the small candle in our example). For
purposes of exposition, we will henceforth refer to the
unmentioned member of the previously evoked contrast
set as ‘‘the candle.’’ The target ratio was greater in the
Same-Set conditions (m = 0.658, SE = 0.029, CI = ±0.062)
than in the Different-Set conditions (m = 0.528, SE =
0.035, CI = ±0.076).

The time-course differences illustrated in the Figures
are reflected in a Region by Mention by 2nd Target Type
interaction (F1(2, 14) = 4.488, MSE = 0.046, p < 0.04;
F2(2, 30) = 4.912, MSE = 0.040, p < 0.02; minF’(2, 37) =
2.345, p = 0.11). In order to look at this interaction more
closely, we performed a series of sub-analyses. First, we
analyzed each region individually by conducting 2 (Men-
tion) � 2 (Move) � 2 (2nd Target Type) ANOVAs. There
were no significant effects in Pre-Adjective region
(F’s < 1.0), indicating that there were not any significant
baseline differences. Although there were no significant
baseline effects during the Pre-Adjective region, there are
numerically more looks to the target in the Same Set con-
dition, which raises a concern that some effects or interac-
tions with Target Type might be due to baseline differences
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that began in the pre-adjective region. However, contin-
gent analysis in which we excluded trials where the partic-
ipant was looking at the target or the competitor at the
beginning of the Adjective region showed the same pattern
as the full analyses (F’s < 1.0).

Crucially, the bias towards the candle was reflected in a
Mention by 2nd Target Type interaction in both the Adjec-
tive region (F1(1, 15) = 25.438, MSE = 0.060, p < 0.001;
F2(1, 31) = 13.850, MSE = 0.079, p < 0.001; minF’(1, 46) =
8.96, p < 0.005) and Noun region (F1(1, 15) = 29.130,
MSE = 0.049, p < 0.001; F2(1, 31) = 10.978, MSE = 0.110,
p < 0.003; minF’(1, 45) = 7.97, p < 0.01).

Separate sub-analyses of the Mention and No-Mention
conditions confirmed that the bias towards the candle
was only present in the Mention conditions, where the
contrast set was actually mentioned during the first
instruction. A 3 (Region) � 2 (Move) � 2 (2nd Target Type)
ANOVA on just the Mention conditions revealed a reliable
main effect of 2nd Target Type (F1(1, 15) = 26.342,
MSE = 0.157, p < 0.001; F2(1, 31) = 62.477, MSE = 0.075,
p < 0.001; minF’(1, 28) = 18.529, p < 0.001), such that the
target ratios were larger in the Same-Set conditions
(m = 0.732, SE = 0.026, CI = ±0.055) than in the Different-
Set conditions (m = 0.438, SE = 0.043, CI = ±0.092). In
contrast, for the No-Mention conditions, the effect of 2nd
Target Type did not approach significance (F’s < 1.0).
Discussion
The first goal of this experiment was to determine

whether the contrast set evoked by mentioning the big can-
dle affects the subsequent interpretation of referring
expressions with scalar adjectives. There clearly was a bias,
as predicted by the linguistic mention hypothesis, such
that the small candle (i.e. the other member of the evoked
contrast set) was more available as a referent than the
small member of an unmentioned contrast set.

The second goal of the experiment was to determine
whether the cross-sentential effect of evoking a contrast
set is caused by the linguistic mention of a referring
expression that contains a scalar adjective, as opposed to
non-linguistic factors that typically co-occur with such a
referring expression. Since the bias we observed in Exper-
iment 1 occurred even when the previously mentioned
contrast set member was not moved by the participant
(see again the Mention, No-Move conditions in Fig. 3), we
can conclude that the participant’s previous experience in
manipulating an object in the display is not the cause of
the effect. Furthermore, the effect disappears when the
previously mentioned contrast set member is described
by location (see again the No-Mention, Move conditions
in Fig. 4), suggesting that the previous mention of a scalar
adjective is crucial to the effect.
Experiment 1A

At least one alternate explanation of the results of
Experiment 1 remains viable that does not require a theo-
retical model in which information introduced by linguis-
tic mention is marked as such: perhaps the bias towards
the candle is induced by greater frequency of looks to the
mentioned contrast set during the first instruction. Indeed,
Sedivy et al. (1999) found that after a scalar reference (e.g.,
the big candle), listeners are more likely to look at the entity
evoked by the mentioned contrast (the small candle) than
another small object in the display. Before concluding that
the bias towards the candle during the second instruction
reflects the special status of the evoked contrast set in
the discourse model, it is important to rule out an explana-
tion based solely on the participant’s previous looks. This
alternate explanation would lend itself well to a theoretical
model in which processing is mediated by a conceptual
representation that does not encode linguistic mention.

In Experiment 1A we examine the frequency-of-looks
explanation by using a post-nominal relative clause to dis-
ambiguate the referent of the first instruction (e.g. the big
candle referred to using the candle that’s near the red
square). Following Eberhard, Spivey-Knowlton, Sedivy,
and Tanenhaus (1995), we expect participants to look
more at both candles than at other objects in the display
during this first instruction. If the ‘‘mention’’ bias is due
to visual attention having been directed at the small candle
during the first instruction, then we should observe a bias
towards the candle compared to another small object,
which is also part of a potential contrast set (e.g. big and
small tie), even though it has not been evoked by prior
mention using a scalar adjective. The conditions that we
will present as Experiment 1A were designed with this goal
in mind. These conditions were embedded in Experiment
2, which is described in more detail later. For ease of expo-
sition, however, we postpone discussing the full design un-
til we introduce Experiment 2.

Methods

Participants
Sixteen participants were recruited from the University

of Rochester undergraduate community and paid for their
participation.

Materials
As in Experiment 1, participants were shown a square

grid on a computer display. In this experiment, each dis-
play consisted of a 4 by 4 square grid such as the one
shown in Fig. 6. Three of the four central cells had colored
backgrounds, and the fourth central cell contained a pic-
ture of a trash can. The location of the colored cells and
the trash remained constant throughout the experiment.
The trash can is relevant only to Experiment 2, discussed
in the next section.

In each trial, the display contained four objects, initially
displayed in the corners. All of these objects could be
moved by the participant. In all critical trials, two of the
objects in the display were identical except that they con-
trasted in size (as shown in Fig. 6). The contrast pairs were
either vertically or horizontally aligned, and no objects
were used in more than one trial.

During each trial, participants heard a sequence of two
instructions. These instructions were recorded by a female
native speaker of English, using the procedure described
for Experiment 1. In each pair of instructions, the first sen-
tence was produced with a ‘‘neutral’’ intonation pattern



Fig. 6. Display for Experiment 1A.
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with a small non-contrastive pitch accent on each content
word, and ended with a continuation rise. The second sen-
tence was also produced with a ‘‘neutral’’ intonation pat-
tern with a small non-contrastive pitch accent on each
content word.

Two types of critical trials were constructed. In each
critical trial, the first instruction asked the participant to
move an object, which was described using a basic-level
noun and locative post-nominal modifier. The destinations
for these movements were the colored squares in the cen-
ter of the display. The second instruction asked the partic-
ipant to move an object of a different size from the first
target. In the Same-Set condition, participants moved two
objects from the same contrast pair, while in the Differ-
ent-Set condition, participants moved objects from differ-
ent contrast pairs. Sample instructions for the critical
trials are illustrated in Table 1 above. While processing
the first instruction of these conditions and looking at
the display shown in Fig. 6, participants should spend more
time looking at the candles than the ties. Therefore, if the
cross-sentential bias observed in Experiment 1 was caused
by visual attention, the same bias will be observed when
participants hear small in the second instruction. On the
other hand, if the bias observed in Experiment 1 was
caused by the previous linguistic mention of a scalar adjec-
tive, then no bias is expected during small.

There were four experimental trials for each display/
instruction type, for a total of eight experimental trials.
The nouns describing the objects in the displays were
matched in frequency, did not share phonological onsets,
and did not begin with /b/ or /s/. The initial locations of
the objects, as well as the locations the objects were moved
to, were evenly distributed.

There were forty filler trials designed to prevent the
participants from recognizing contingencies on the eight
critical trials. As in Experiment 1, from the point of view
of the participant, at the beginning of each sentence, all
four objects were equally likely to be the target, and the
target was equally likely to be described by location (e.g.
the candle that’s near the yellow square) or by size (e.g. the
big tie). Two lists were created so that critical items were
used in both conditions.

Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiment 1 except

that participants were told that they would be asked to
move objects either into colored squares or into the trash.
Participants were told that once an object was in the trash,
it could not be retrieved.

Results
Eye movements were analyzed using the same method

as for Experiment 1. One of the 128 critical trials was ex-
cluded because the participant did not initially click on
the correct target object. The logic of this experiment de-
pends on inducing more visual attention to one set of ob-
jects than the other during the first instruction. To verify
that this was indeed the case, we calculated the proportion
of fixations to each of the objects during a region that
spanned from 200 ms after the noun onset of the first
instruction (the earliest point at which listeners would be
more likely to look at the candles than the ties) to the
end of that part of the trial. We compared the proportion
of fixations for the objects that would be the targets and
competitors in the second instructions. One of these ob-
jects, which for convenience we will call the ‘‘attended ob-
ject,’’ could be described with the same noun as the target
of the first instruction (e.g., the small candle). During the
second instruction, the attended object was the target of
Same-Set trials and the competitor of Different-Set trials.
The competitor of Same-Set trials and the target of Differ-
ent-Set trials during the second instruction was the same
size as the attended object.

As expected, from 200 ms after the first noun onset of
the first instruction to the end of the trial, participants
looked more at the attended object (M = 0.091, SD = 0.05)
than at the other same-size object (M = 0.040, SD = 0.03).
A paired two-sample t-test confirmed that this difference
was reliable (t = 4.488, p < 0.001). The participant’s experi-
ence while listening to and carrying out the first instruc-
tion thus creates a situation in which the participant’s
visual attention has been more focused on just one of the
objects that is consistent with the scalar adjective in the
second instruction (small). This differs from the pattern of
looks that has been documented across numerous studies
whenever there are two contrast sets and one of the con-
trast sets is mentioned with a pre-nominal scalar adjective
at the beginning of the trial. Under these conditions, partic-
ipants typically do not shift gaze to any of the potential ref-
erents until they hear the noun (Grodner & Sedivy, 2011;
Hanna & Tanenhaus, 2004; Hanna et al., 2003; Heller
et al., 2008; Nadig & Sedivy, 2002; Sedivy, 2003).

Fig. 7 shows the proportions of fixations to the targets
and competitors over time during the second instruction.
As before, these proportions are aligned to the onset of
the adjective in the second instruction (time 0). The female
speaker used for Experiment 1A & Experiment 2 had a
slightly slower speech rate than the speaker used for
Experiment 1, so the average length of the Pre-Adjective
and Adjective region was 290 ms and the average length
of the Noun region was 350 ms.



Fig. 7. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: Experiment 1A.
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Recall that the mention effect in Experiment 1 was re-
flected by more looks to members of the evoked contrast
set, resulting in a clear bias towards the target for the
Same-Set conditions compared to the Different-Set condi-
tions. There is not a hint of this pattern in Experiment
1A. Fig. 7 shows that participants fixated on the target of
the second instruction equally quickly in both conditions.
There was a slight baseline advantage for the competitor
in the Same-Set condition (a tendency in the opposite
direction of the results of Experiment 1), suggesting that
the previous reference to a contrast member by location
did not make the mentioned contrast set more salient in
the discourse model. Neither the main effect of, nor any
interactions with Target Type approached significance
(F’s < 1.0).
Discussion
Taken together, Experiments 1 and 1A establish a cross-

sentential effect of scalar adjectives: mentioning a refer-
ring expression with a scalar adjective makes an entire
contrast set more salient, facilitating subsequent reference
to other members of that contrast set. Experiment 1
showed that the bias towards a previously mentioned con-
trast set was not caused by the participant’s experience of
manipulating one object in a display; Experiment 1A
showed that the bias was not caused by the frequency of
looks to different objects in the display prior to the refer-
ring expression with a scalar adjective in the second
instruction. This leads us to conclude that the bias that
we observed is caused by the linguistic mention of a refer-
ring expression containing a scalar adjective. These results
are clearly consistent with a theoretical model in which
information evoked by linguistic mention is differentiated
by information that arises from another source. The results
are more difficult to reconcile with a theoretical model in
which information is rapidly integrated into an undifferen-
tiated conceptual representation that does not track the
source of information.
Experiment 2

Interpreting the results of Experiments 1 and 1A as an
effect that depends primarily on previous linguistic dis-
course leads to a strong prediction: previous mention of
a referring expression with a scalar adjective should in-
crease the salience of other members of the contrast set
even if the referent of the first NP is no longer visible, thus
eliminating a visually salient contrast set. Experiment 2
was designed to test this prediction by dissociating the
prior mention of a contrast set from its visual presence.
In the critical trials in this experiment, a previously men-
tioned member of a contrast set was removed from the dis-
play, creating a situation in which only an unmentioned
contrast set is fully visually co-present.

Experiment 2 introduces conditions in which the refer-
ent of a noun phrase that evokes a contrast set is subse-
quently removed from the display by placing it in the
trash. For example, in (10), with the display in Fig. 6 above,
the big candle evokes a contrast set consisting of candles
that contrast in size. In (1), a continuation of the same dis-
course, the big candle is no longer visible; the question is
whether the contrast set of candles nevertheless has a spe-
cial status in the discourse model. If the linguistic mention
hypothesis is correct, the processing of small in (1) should
be influenced by the previous mention of the noun phrase
the big candle, even though the big candle itself is neither
visible nor available to be moved. That is, when the scalar
adjective in the second instruction is being processed, the
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only visually co-present contrast set involves the unmen-
tioned entity; the singleton is a contrast member solely be-
cause it was evoked by linguistic mention.
Fig
an
. 8. Sample displays f
d Two-Contrast displa
(10) Put the big candle in the trash;

(11) . . .now put the small. . .
We used the trash manipulation to evaluate the linguis-
tic mention hypothesis in two ways. The first and strongest
comparison was between trials that arrived at the same
display from different initial displays. In some trials, the
initial display contained two contrast pairs (e.g. ties, can-
dles), as in Fig. 8, Panel A. In other trials, the initial display
contained one contrast pair (the ties) and two singleton
objects (small candle, big package), as in Fig. 8, Panel B.
Participants were first instructed to discard an object (Put
the big candle in the trash/Put the package in the trash), thus
creating a display that looked like Fig. 8, Panel C.
or Experiment 2. (A) Two-Contrast display at the first ins
ys at second instruction in Trash conditions.
Notice that in both of these trial types, the display at the
beginning of the second instruction contains an unmen-
tioned contrast set (the ties) and a singleton object (the
small candle). In conditions which arrive at this display
from the initial display in Fig. 8, Panel B, there is just one
contrast set throughout the trial, and we therefore expect
a large basic contrast effect at the adjective for an instruc-
tion beginning Now put the small. . ., with a strong bias to-
wards the small tie. In conditions which arrive at the
display in Fig. 8, Panel C from an initial display with two
contrast sets, one might expect to see the same basic con-
trast effect – after all, there is only one contrast set visible
in the display. But if, as we predict, prior mention of the
big candle creates a contrast set in the discourse model,
then we should see a bias towards the small candle. In ef-
fect, this would be a reverse basic contrast effect: a bias to-
wards a singleton in a display with only one visible
contrast set (the two ties).
truction. (B) One-Contrast display at the first instruction. (C) One-contrast
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The second way we evaluated the linguistic mention
hypothesis involved trials beginning with the display in
Panel 8A, in which the target of the first instruction was
a contrast member described with a scalar adjective. We
compared trials in which a contrast member was placed
in the trash (and therefore removed from the display)
and trials in which a contrast member was moved to a col-
ored square in the center of the display. The latter trials
replicated the Mention, Move conditions of Experiment 1.
Here we predict a similar effect in both trial types, regard-
less of whether the mentioned object was moved within
the display (as it was in Experiment 1) or moved into the
trash.

Method

Participants
Sixteen participants were recruited from the University

of Rochester undergraduate community and paid for their
participation.

Materials
This experiment was conducted in conjunction with

Experiment 1A; trials from both experiments were inter-
leaved. Sample displays used in Experiment 2 are illus-
trated in Fig. 8, and sample instructions are shown in
Table 2.

The experiment had eight conditions that differed on
three dimensions: the number of contrast sets in the initial
display (One-Contrast Display vs. Two-Contrast Display),
the type of action performed by the participant after the
first instruction (Center vs. Trash), and the second target
type (Same-Set/Singleton vs. Different-Set/Contrast). In
One-Contrast Display conditions, the initial display con-
tained one contrast set, one large singleton object and
one small singleton object, as shown in Fig. 8, Panel B. In
Two-Contrast Display conditions, the initial display con-
tained two contrast sets, as shown in Fig. 8, Panel A. In
Trash conditions, the participant’s first action in the trial
was to put an object into the trash, after which that object
disappeared and a sound effect was played to suggest the
trash was being emptied. In Center conditions, the partici-
pant’s first action in the trial was to put an object into one
of the colored cells in the center of the display, where it re-
mained visible and could be moved later in the trial. Final-
ly, we manipulated the second target type as in
Experiments 1 and 1A. For the Same-Set/Singleton condi-
tions, the second target is the unmentioned singleton item
Table 2
Sample instructions for Experiment 2.

Condition First instruction

One-Contrast Display Center Same-Set/Singleton Put the packag
Different-Set/Contrast

Trash Same-Set/Singleton Put the packag
Different-Set/Contrast

Two-Contrast Display Center Same-Set/Singleton Put the big can
Different-Set/Contrast

Trash Same-Set/Singleton Put the big can
Different-Set/Contrast
in the One-Contrast Display conditions and a member of
the previously mentioned contrast set in the Two-Contrast
Display conditions (e.g. the small candle). For the Differ-
ent-Set/Contrast conditions, the second target is a member
of the contrast set in the One-Contrast Display conditions
and a member of the unmentioned contrast set in the
Two-Contrast Display conditions (e.g. the small tie). We
constructed four critical trials in each condition for a total
of 32 critical trials.

In addition, we constructed 52 filler trials filler trials de-
signed to remove contingencies from the critical trials. As
in the previous experiments, from the participant’s point
of view at the beginning of each instruction, each object
was equally likely to be the target. Different sets of critical
items were used for the One-Contrast Display conditions
and Two-Contrast Display conditions. For each set, four
lists were created using a Latin square rotation through
all of the conditions with that display type.

Procedure
The procedure was the same as Experiment 1 except

that participants were told that they would be asked to
move objects either into colored squares into the trash.
Participants were told that once an object was in the trash,
it could not be retrieved. To reinforce this, when partici-
pants moved an object to the trash, a sound effect played
that suggested the trash was being emptied.

Results
Eye movements were analyzed in the same way as for

Experiments 1 and 1A. Two of the 128 critical trials were
excluded because the participant initially did not click on
the correct target object. As in Experiments 1 and 1A, we
will first present proportion-of-fixation plots, followed by
statistical analyses.

We begin by considering the One-Contrast Display con-
ditions and comparing them to the Two-Contrast Trash
conditions. As can be seen in Figs. 9 and 10, we replicated
Sedivy et al.’s (1999) basic contrast effect in the One-Con-
trast Display conditions. Upon hearing the scalar adjective
in the second instruction, participants expected the target
to belong to a contrast set. In the Center conditions shown
in Fig. 9, where the first instruction had participants move
a singleton to a colored square, participants have an early
bias towards the member of the contrast set, regardless
of whether this is the eventual target. That is, participants’
fixations to the target more quickly diverge in the Differ-
ent-Set/Contrast condition, where the target is the small
Second instruction

e into the blue square Now put the small candle below the heart
Now put the small tie below the heart

e into the trash Now put the small candle below the heart
Now put the small tie below the heart.

dle into the blue square Now put the small candle below the heart
Now put the small tie below the heart

dle into the trash Now put the small candle below the heart
Now put the small tie below the heart



Fig. 9. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: One-Contrast, Center conditions.

Fig. 10. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: One-Contrast, Trash conditions.
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candle, than in the Same-Set/Singleton condition, where
the target is the small tie, so there is a large garden-
path-like effect in the Same-Set/Singleton condition when
the member of the contrast set is not the target. In the
Trash conditions shown in Fig. 10, where participants first
moved one of the items into the trash, the same pattern of
results is present and in fact, even more dramatic. This is
most likely because there are only three moveable items
during the second instruction.
Recall that the same display for the second instruction
in the One-Contrast Trash conditions also arises for the
second instruction in the Two-Contrast Trash conditions.
Comparing these conditions provides a strong test of the
linguistic mention hypothesis, which predicts that the ba-
sic contrast effect seen in the One-Contrast Trash condi-
tions will reverse when the singleton in the display for
the second instruction was created by discarding its
contrast during the first instruction (Two-Contrast Trash



Fig. 11. Proportions of fixations to the target during the second instruction in the four Trash conditions.
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conditions). The prediction from the linguistic mention
hypothesis is clearly supported, as can be seen in Fig. 11,
which plots the proportion of fixations to the target from
these conditions on the same graph. In the One-Contrast
conditions (shown with solid shapes in Fig. 11), the target
is clearly identified earlier in the Different-Set/Contrast
condition, in which the target is a member of the only vis-
ible contrast set (i.e. the small tie), than in the Same-Set/
Singleton condition. The opposite pattern is observed in
the Two-Contrast conditions (shown with open shapes in
Fig. 11), in which the target is instead identified slightly
earlier in the Same-Set/Singleton condition than in the Dif-
ferent-Set/Contrast condition. An ANOVA comparing target
ratios for One-Contrast and Two-Contrast Trash conditions
in the Adjective and Noun Regions reveals an interaction
between Display Type and 2nd Target Type (F1(1, 15) =
5.103, MSE = 0.109, p < 0.04).

We now turn to comparisons of the Two-Contrast con-
ditions. Recall that in the full design, Two-Contrast condi-
tions (in which the initial display contained two contrast
sets) were either Trash conditions, in which participants
first discarded one object from the display, or Center con-
ditions, in which participants first moved one contrast
member to one of the central colored cells. The linguistic
mention hypothesis predicts a bias towards the small can-
dle in all Two-Contrast conditions, which should be re-
flected in earlier looks to the target when it was a
member of a mentioned contrast set. Figs. 12 and 13 are
consistent with this prediction. In the Center conditions
shown in Fig. 12, we replicated the bias observed in Exper-
iment 1: participants’ looks to the target diverge from the
competitor earlier in the Same-Set condition than the Dif-
ferent-Set condition, suggesting that the participants were
expecting the target to refer to the same contrast set in the
second instruction. A similar pattern of results holds for
the Trash conditions, which are presented in Fig. 13.
Although the data pattern for these conditions seems to
show a clear bias towards the mentioned set, when we
conducted a 3 (Region) � 2 (First Move) � 2 (2nd Target
Type) ANOVA on the Two-Contrast Display Conditions,
there was only a reliable effect of Region (F1(2, 14) =
20.917, MSE = 0.075, p < 0.001; F2(2, 14) = 30.116,
MSE = 0.045, p < 0.001; minF’(2, 27) = 12.34, p < 0.001),
such that the target ratios were larger in the Noun Region
(m = 0.775, SE = 0.035, CI = ±0.074) than in the Adjective
Region (m = 0.524, SE = 0.042, CI = ±0.090) and Pre-
Adjective Region (m = 0.514, SE = 0.049, CI = ±0.104). Un-
like in Experiment 1 where the mention effect resulted in
interactions with Target type and Region as well as signif-
icant effects of Target on sub-analyses in the adjective and
Noun regions, there were no effects of target-type.

A more detailed inspection of the figures reveals why
there is discrepancy between the apparent data patterns
in the figures and the statistical analyses. Note that the
timing of the effects does not map clearly onto the regions
defined by the adjective and the nouns. The bias bridges
the adjective and noun regions: it begins late in the adjec-
tive region and ends in the middle of the noun region. In
order to evaluate whether the apparent bias is statistically
reliable, we created 100 ms regions beginning 100 ms after
the actual onset of the noun (i.e., 100 ms before we would
expect to see looks in response to information from the
noun). For each region, we calculated target ratios for each
subject and item in each condition. We then performed a
one-way t-test for each region testing for whether the tar-
get ratio was above 50%, indicating that the target had di-
verged from the competitor. If there is a bias due to
previous mention of a scalar adjective, then the Same-Set
conditions should diverge earlier than the Different-Set
conditions.

For the Center conditions, the target ratio in the
Same-Set condition was above 50% beginning in the region



Fig. 12. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: Two-Contrast, Center conditions.

Fig. 13. Proportion of fixations to target vs. competitor during the second instruction: Two-Contrast, Trash conditions.
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300–400 ms after the noun onset (t = 2.509, p < 0.03),
whereas in the Different-Set condition, the ratio wasn’t
above 50% until the region 400–500 ms after the noun on-
set (t = 4.804, p < 0.001). In the Trash conditions, both the
Same-Set and Different-Set target ratios are above 50% in
the region 300–400 ms after the noun onset (Same-Set
t = 4.804, p < 0.001; Different-Set t = 2.405, p < 0.03); how-
ever, the Same-Set condition is marginally significant in
the prior region, 200–300 ms after the noun onset
(t = 2.036, p = 0.06). This indicates that although it is a
weaker effect than for the Center conditions, the bias seen
in Experiment 1 is still present even when both members
of a contrast set are no longer present in the display. In
sum, then, there is a bias towards the mentioned contrast
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set for the Two-Contrast conditions, although this bias is
weaker than it was in Experiment 1 for reasons that are
unclear to us.
Discussion
Experiment 2 replicated the results of Experiment 1,

showing that linguistic mention of a scalar adjective facil-
itates subsequent reference to members of the same con-
trast set. We extended the results further to show that
this effect is observed even when the set is no longer en-
tirely present in the visual domain. Crucially, we were also
able to observe effects of the linguistic context that were
separate from the visual context. In the Trash conditions,
the One-Contrast Display and the Two-Contrast Display
conditions were visually identical but participants’ fixa-
tions were different as a result of the previous linguistic
context. These results are clearly consistent with a theoret-
ical model that tracks which information was introduced
by linguistic vs. non-linguistic means, and again pose diffi-
culties for a model in which processing depends on an
undifferentiated conceptual representation.
General discussion

Previous work on the processing of scalar adjectives has
established that listeners assume that a noun phrase con-
taining a scalar adjective will refer to a member of a con-
trast set. The two experiments presented here further
demonstrate that uttering a referring expression with a
scalar adjective makes all members of the relevant contrast
set more salient in the discourse model, facilitating subse-
quent reference to other members of that contrast set.
Most importantly, our results suggest that this discourse
effect is caused by the linguistic mention of a scalar adjec-
tive. The effect is not caused merely by attending to objects
that have been moved, because the cross-sentential effect
of scalar adjectives is observed even when the listener
did not actually move the first object described with a sca-
lar adjective. Likewise, the effect does not arise merely as a
result of looking more at some objects in the display than
others, because the effect is not observed when listeners
have spent more time looking at objects that were de-
scribed using a noun and a locative modifier. Finally, the
results of Experiment 2 showed that the bias towards
members of a contrast set evoked by mention of a scalar
adjective persists even when the visual domain does not
contain both contrasting objects.

We do, however, want to acknowledge a possibility sug-
gested by one of the reviewers, who argued that the size
dimension was highlighted only in conditions in which a
scalar adjective was mentioned. For example, in processing
an expression such as the candle in the yellow square, partic-
ipants’ visual attention was drawn to both of the candles,
but not explicitly to the size dimension. Could our results
be explained by positing a conceptual model that tags dif-
ferent dimensions of contrast, but does not differentiate
sources of information? This is a question that suggests
an avenue for future research. One could draw attention
to size non-linguistically, perhaps by using a display that
would initially have two identical objects. One object
would then expand and the other would shrink. This would
presumably draw attention to a size difference non-lin-
guistically. The linguistic mention hypothesis predicts that
mentioning a scalar adjective would have an effect above
and beyond any such perceptual manipulation – a predic-
tion that will be important to evaluate in future research.

In spite of these new questions that arise about the pro-
cessing of specific types of linguistic and visual informa-
tion, in our view, the experiments discussed here showed
strong evidence that it is possible and necessary to tease
apart the independent contributions of visual and linguis-
tic sources of contextual information. The primary theoret-
ical import of this result is to suggest that our model of
sentence processing in context must be capable of distin-
guishing the source of contextual information. While it is
of course generally agreed that language comprehension
in context relies on the rapid integration of linguistic and
visual information, theoretical models differ with respect
to how this integration happens. A model in which linguis-
tic and visual information is rapidly integrated into an
undifferentiated conceptual representation will have diffi-
culty explaining the effect we have found, in which linguis-
tic information has a different effect than visual attention
or physical interaction with a scene, and this effect persists
over a sentential boundary. Our effect can be captured
much more straightforwardly in a model that tags infor-
mation introduced via linguistic mention.

Finally, we want to emphasize the methodological con-
tribution made by these experiments, especially the
‘‘trash’’ paradigm. Distinguishing among types of represen-
tations poses a difficult challenge for psycholinguistic
methods. For example, in studies with text, all information
is introduced linguistically. Thus, one cannot easily tease
apart effects of linguistic mention from conceptual avail-
ability of the mentioned entity. In standard visual world
studies, the entities referred to linguistically are either
visually co-present in a display or, in the blank screen par-
adigm (Altmann, 2004), were visually co-present with the
language and the effects of language are mediated by eye-
movements to the visual display. Again, then it is difficult
to tease apart linguistic representation from the effects lin-
guistic representation has on conceptual/perceptual repre-
sentations. We believe that the methodology introduced
here will allow cognitive scientists to ask new questions
about roles of linguistic and visual sources of information
in sentence processing, leading us towards a more nuanced
model of how these sources of information are represented
and integrated during sentence processing.

One of the questions that arises most naturally from our
results is what determines the boundaries of linguistic
context – how much previously mentioned material is rel-
evant to on-line processing. In addition to simply asking
whether this information fades away over time, we might
wish to investigate the role of discourse relations, as indi-
cated by discourse markers or by prosody, in determining
which previous utterances influence on-line processing to
which degree. It is also important to emphasize that the
present studies focused only on pre-nominal scalar adjec-
tives. It remains an open question whether other nominal
modifiers give sets of objects a privileged status in the dis-
course model. For example, will the same effects occur
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with other pre-nominal adjectives? In addition, our results
suggest that pre- and post-nominal modifiers behave dif-
ferently; a more detailed investigation of this difference
would help us to explore the interaction of syntactic struc-
ture with the establishment of sets of objects in a discourse
model. Because languages differ with respect to which
nominal modifiers occur before or after the noun, cross-
linguistic investigation of these issues may also be of inter-
est. Most generally, extensions of the trash paradigm
should prove useful for investigating a range of context-
dependent expressions that have been argued to be selec-
tively sensitive to linguistic mention.
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